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If .A is a non-associative algebra of finite dimension over a (commutative) 
field, its maximal solvable subalgebras will be called the Borel subaZg&as of&l. 
The theorem of Bore1 [4] and Morozov [I51 asserts that the Bore1 subalgebras 
of a semi-simple complex Lie algebra g are conjugate with respect to automor- 
phisms of the form exp(ad x), x E g*). In the present paper we shall extend 
this result in a more general form to alternative and Jordan algebras. More 
specifically we shall prove the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a finite-dimensional alternative algebra over a 
field k such that 9 is semi-simple or else the simple summands of Alrad A are 
central over k, in which case zue also assume char k f  2, 3. Then the Bore1 sub- 
algebras of A are conjugate with respect to its autotrzorphism group. If  k has the 
characteristic zero and N, N’ are Bore1 subalgebras of A, there exists a product 
of automorphisms of the form exp(D) with nilpotent inner derivations D, which 
maps N onto N’. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a finite-dimensional Jordan algebra over a field of 
characteristic not 2 or 3 and N, N’ two Bore1 subalgebras of A. Then there exists 
a product of Peirce reflexions in A mapping N onto N’. 
In each case the proof will be broken up into two separate steps, the first 
one reducing the problem to the central simple case, among other things by 
a lifting procedure for the automorphisms involved, while the second one 
will make full use of the structure theory for the central simple algebras. 
There are, nevertheless, substantial differences in the two proofs which also 
account for the fact that we have been unable to establish a result for alter- 
* I am indebted to K.-H. Helwig for having pointed out to me the original Sourcea 
of this theorem. 
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native algebras as general as Theorem 2. While in the Jordan case the lifting 
of Peirce reflexions is easy and the treatment of the central simple algebras 
rather complicated, the situation seems to be almost reversed in the alternative 
case, where the lifting process requires much more elaboration. One may, 
it is true, define inner automorphisms for arbitrary alternative algebras A 
along the lines of the analogous concept introduced by N. Jacobson [IO] for 
Cayley algebras, and it will turn out that all automorphisms are inner in the 
semi-simple case. However, this definition necessarily seems to involve 
elements in the nucleus of 4, and it has been known since [18] that the 
nucleus is not well behaved under lifting. For this reason we shall proceed 
in a different manner, thereby making use of the structure theory for alter- 
native bimodules [S]. In particular it will be seen that, if A is as in Theorem 1, 
a certain type of nilpotent derivation of a Wedderburn factor of iz may be 
extended to a nilpotent derivation of A. 
Finally it should be noted that the characteristic zero part of Theorem 1 
has no analogue for Jordan algebras. In fact, we shall exhibit simple Jordan 
algebras A where even the identity component of the algebraic group 
Aut(A) (the automorphism group of A) does not act transitively on its Bore1 
subalgebras. 
My special thanks go to the referee for his having observed a number of 
errors and improvements in the original version of this paper. 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS 
1. In the sequel we denote by K a (commutative) field. We shall always 
tacitly assume that an algebra A over K is finite-dimensional. Throughout 
this paper the left and right multiplication of an element u in 4 will be denoted 
by L(U), R(U), respectively. For integers ?iz 3 0 we define subspaces A(,fiz) 
of A by the recursion formulas 
A’s’ = A, A(?n+l, = ~(m,/LJm, , 
and we call A solvable in case there is an m 3 0 such that Acrn) = 0. A is 
said to be nilpotent if there is a t > 1 such that all products in A of the form 
21 **a at vanish, no matter how associated. Essentially the following two 
statements are already contained in [20]. But for the sake of completeness we 
shall outline the proofs. 
First, let -4, ,..., a, be K-algebras and A their direct sum. We shall prove 
that the Bore1 subalgebras of A are precisely the direct sums NI @ *a- @ N, 
with Bore1 subalgebras Ni of Ai for i = I,..., Y. Indeed, let N be a Bore1 
subalgebra of A and denote by z=~ the canonical projection from A onto iili . 
Then Ni = ni(N) is a solvable subalgebra of Ai and NC Nr @ *.. @ N,; 
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here the maximality of N gives equality, which shows the first part of our 
claim. The proof of the converse, being even more obvious, is left to the 
reader. Next consider an arbitrary k-algebra A and a solvable ideal Q in A. 
If  N is a Bore1 subalgebra of A, (N + a)/a, being a homomorphic image of N, 
must be solvable. This implies the solvability of N + a and hence a must be 
a subset of N. We may therefore conclude that the canonical homomorphism 
from A onto A/a maps tlze Bore1 subalgebras of A onto the Bore1 subalgebras of 
A/et ifz a one-to-raze fashion. 
Finally, suppose that A is simple, containing an identity, and call Z its 
center. We may regard A as an algebra A, over Z in the natural fashion and 
contend that the Bore1 subalgebras of A and A, coincide. To show this, let N 
be a solvable subalgebra of A and consider the subalgebra ZN of d, . By an 
easy induction we obtain (ZN)o”) C ZN cm) for all integers m > 0, so that ZN 
is solvable and contains N. Now a twofold application of this fact yields the 
desired result. 
2. Till the end of this Section we assume char k + 2. The following 
notations and facts are taken from [Sj. Let A be a Jordan algebra over k 
and call P its quadratic representation, defined by P(U) = 2L(u)” - L(u”) for 
all ZI in a. If  c is an idempotent of A (3 = c f  0), A splits into the direct 
sum of the subspaces 
a,,(c) = (x E A: cx = Lr) 
for X = 0, $, 1, and it is well known that the k-linear map sending (in an 
obvious notation) x1 + xlk2 + x,, into x1 - xlj9 + x,, is an automorphism, 
and it is trivial if and only if c belongs to the center of 8. Automorphisms of 
this kind are called Peirce rejZerions; they generate a subgroup Aut,(A) of 
Aut(B) which is easily seen to be normal; we shall refer to its members as 
distinguished automoFphisms of &4. One of their most important properties is 
the following: Every distinguished automoTphisnz f  of ,4/rad A may be 1;fted to 
a distinguished automorphism f  * of A such that the diagram 
A/rad A f, A/rad A 
is conzmutative. It evidently suffices to establish this for Pence reflexions; then 
our contention reduces to the problem of lifting idempotents which is known 
and easy [16]. From this last observation in conjunction with 1 we may now 
conclude that, in order to prove Theorem 2, it is enough to consider central 
simple Jordan algebras over k. Finally, me recall that, if A contains an identity 
e, its Peirce reflexions may be characterized as being of the form E’(g) with 
ZLEA, z2 = e. 
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2. ALTERNATIVE ALGEBRAS 
1. By a well known theorem of A. A. Albert an alternative or Jordan 
algebra over K is solvable if and only if it is nilpotent which, in turn, is equiva- 
lent to the statement that it contains only nilpotent elements [19]. With this in 
mind we may now proceed with proving the first part of Theorem 1 under the 
assumption that A is semi-simple. After what we have seen in Sec. 1, 1, 
A may be assumed to be central simple over K, and since the associative case 
has been solved elsewhere [13], it remains to discuss the situation that A is a 
split Cayley algebra over K. The reader may consult [21] for information on 
Cayley algebras over fields of characteristic 2. Call e the identity element and Q 
the generic norm of A, p the associated bilinear form sending (x, y) into 
4(x + y) - a(x) - q(y), X the linear form x M p(e, x) on ,4 and A, the kernel 
of h. An element zl E A is nilpotent if and only if u belongs to B, and n(u) = 0. 
Now, for a non-zero nilpotent zl in A, form the subspace 
N,, = kerL(zc) n ker R(U). 
We claim that N, is a solvable subakebra of A. To show this, let x, y  E N, . 
Then 
u(xy) = u(xy) + x(uy) = (ux + xu)y = 0 
and, similarly, (xy)u = 0. Hence N, is a subalgebra of 4. Furthermore, 
if x ti x denotes the standard involution of A, we obtain for x E N,: 
0 = ,rzC = a2 = --u(h(x)e - x) = --h(x)4 
orxEA,,,and 
0 = @x)x = ad32 = -q(x)u. 
Hence x is nilpotent which completes the proof of our intermediate conten- 
tion. Now observe that Aut(A) acts transitively on the set of all non-zero 
nilpotent elements of A; for any two of these, u and u’, say, may be embedded 
into quaternion subalgebras B and B’, respectively, of A such that there 
exists an isomorphism from B onto B’ sending u into u’, and such an isomor- 
phism may be extended to an automorphism of A; all this may be found in [lo] 
provided the characteristic of K is not 2; a few adjustments outlined in [21] 
show, however, that this restriction is unnecessary. It is now clear that also 
the algebras N, with u varying over the non-zero nilpotent elements of A 
are conjugate relative to Aut(A). H ence, if every Bore1 subalgebra of A can 
be shown to coincide with one of the above N,‘s, we shall be through. So let N 
be a Bore1 subalgebra of A. Then N is nilpotent which leads to a nonzero 
element u EN satisfying UN = NU I= 0. Hence u is nilpotent and NC N, . 
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But N, is solvable which implies N = N, , thereby completing the proof of 
the first part of Theorem 1, if A is semi-simple. 
We shall determine the dimension of the Bore1 subalgebras of our split 
Cayley algebra A. Since each one of these is a totally isotropic subspace of A, 
relative to the restriction q@ of 4 to A, , their dimension is < I$] = 3. On 
the other hand, let B be a split quaternion subalgebra of A and select a 
non-zero nilpotent element u as well as an idempotent c in B satisfying cu = U, 
UC = 0. Then, if j E A is anisotropic and orthogonal to B, Nt, is easily seen 
to contain the linearly independent vectors u, ju, jc. Hence these make up a 
basis of N, and IV, must be threedimensional. 
2. We shall need some preparation for proving the remaining parts of 
Theorem 1. Let A be an alternative K-algebra, x E A and a a positive integer 
such that I” = 0. Then, if the characteristic of K is zero or else exceeds 
n - 1, we set 
n-1 
exp(x) = C $ . 
i=O 
Clearly, given a derivation D of A satisfying Dn = 0, exp(D) is an automor- 
phism of A, provided we have char k = 0 or >2(n -- 1). I f  zc belongs to 
the nucleus of A (this being the subset of those elements that associate with 
everything in A), L(U) - R( u is a derivation, and the same holds for ) 
D(T Y) = PM W)l + VW R(Y)] + [G), R(Y)] 
= L([X> Yl) - R([? Yl) - 3[R(x), L(Y)l> P-1) 
whenever X, y  are in A, [a, w] always standing for vzu - WV [19]. Derivations 
of the form 
D = L(u) - R(u) + C D(.r, , yi) (2.2) 
2 
with u in the nucleus and xi , Yr in _iz are called inner. All derivations of 
separable algebras are inner, provided char k f  3 [19]. An inner derivation D 
of A is said to be strictly nilpotent, if it is nilpotent and may be represented 
in the form (2.2) with u being nilpotent, and xi D(s, , yi) = 0 in case tl is 
associative. It can be shown that, if d is semi-simple over a perfect jield of 
characteristic not 3, all nilpotent (inner) derivations of A are strictly nilpotent. 
We now have 
THEOREM 2.1. Let S be a semi-simple subalgebra of A, whose simple 
sumnaands are central over k, and T, T’ ideals in S satisfying 
A = S+rad8, S n rad A = 0, S = T @ T’. 
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Then, if the characteristic of k is not 2 or 3, every strictly nilpotent (inner) 
derivation D of T may be extended to a nilpotent imer derivation L? of A that 
vanishes on T’. 
Proof. We first consider the case T = S. Clearly, rad A may be regarded 
as an alternative bimodule M of S in the natural fashion. The proof will now 
be accomplished by performing the following steps. 
(a) Suppose that S is simple and associative. Write D = L,(u) - RJu), 
&(u), B,(u) being the left, right multiplication, respectively, in S by a nil- 
potent element u E S. It is well known that there exists a v  E S satisfying 
[v, u] = u, so by (2.1) D = D( v  u is an inner derivation of A which extends , ) 
D, and it remains to show that fi is nilpotent. We have dim, S = ?~a and may 
assume n 3 2. Applying ([S] Theorem 19.1) we conclude: If  n > 2, then M 
is an associative bimodule of S and hence D = L(U) - R(U) which evidently 
is nilpotent. I f  n = 2, S may be assumed to be the split quaternion algebra 
over k and we may write M = 111, @ a.0 @ M, where the n/r, are irreducible 
S-bimodules. Clearly, it suffices to prove for each i = l,..., I that D restricted 
to M, is nilpotent, which follows as before if Mi is associative. But if it is not, 
it must be a Cayley bimodule of S, so there exists an associative representation 
pi : S -+ End,(MJ satisfying 
for all x E S, where the subscript n/r indicates the restriction to Mi of the map 
in question and x F+ 2 is the standard involution of S. Because of f  = -u 
(since u is nilpotent) we now obtain 
ati = -44 - P&4 + 3[P&), Pi(U)] = pi(u) = R(l& ) 
and this is nilpotent. 
(b) Suppose S is a Cayley algebra over k. D may be written in the form 
(2.2) with u = 0 [19], from which one obtains an extension n of D in an 
obvious way. By ([8] Theorem 18.1) we have M = M, @ MO with Ml being 
a unital S-bimodule and Ma being anihilated on both sides by S. Hence fi 
vanishes on M,, , while M, is the direct sum of S-submodules isomorphic to S. 
Clearly, fi restricted to each of these direct summands is nilpotent which 
completes the proof of(b). 
(c) In general we have S = S, @ ... 0 S, with simple ideals Si 
satisfying (a) or (b) and left invariant by D. Hence D may be canonically 
identified with J7l-r Di , where the Di are strictly nilpotent inner derivations 
of Si . Denote by Di a nilpotent inner derivation of A extending D, according 
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to (a), (b), respectively, and put D = XI=, D,i . Now consider the Peirce 
decomposition 
M = i, Mj,, ) 
i.j=O 
(direct sum) 
of &I relative to the complete orthogonal system of idempotents e, ,..., e, , 
ei being the identity of Si . By [8] the l& are S-submodules of M and hence 
remain invariant under all Dz and under D. Since the inner derivations D, 
involve only elements in S, , 6,. coincides with D5ial., and is therefore 
nilpotent. For j f  i Mij is an associative S-bimodule [8] LFhich is easily seen 
to imply that the nilpotent transformations dilvfii and DjJiij commute. Hence 
B M,. 3 being their sum, must be nilpotent, as desired. Finally, suppose 
T f  S. D extends to a nilpotent inner derivation D of T + rad A which, 
according to what we have just seen, may be written in the form (2.2) with 
U, xi , y-; E T. Now it is clear how to complete the proof. 
Remark. Suppose we have 11 2 = 0 in step (a) of the preceding proof. Then 
it is easy to check that not only D3 = 0, but also D3 = 0. In particular, 
exp(D), exp(D) are well defined and automorphisms of S, A, respectively, 
the latter being an extension of the former. 
3. In order to complete the proof of Theorem 1 we now have to take 
a closer look at the Bore1 subalgebras of a simple associative k-algebra A, 
which may be assumed to coincide with End,(V), where D is an associative 
division algebra over k and t7 a finite-dimensional left vector space over D of 
D-dimension n, say. By a Jag in V we mean a strictly increasing chain of 
11 + I subspaces in I;. For a flag +’ = (V.JoGiGn in 1~’ 
N(V) = (fE A :f(Vi) C Vfpl for i = l,..., zz> 
is a Bore1 subalgebra of A, and all Bore1 subalgebras of A are obtained in 
this way. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let ‘F = (Vi)OGiG.n and Y”’ = (Vi’)OGiGn be flags in V. 
Then there exist g, ,..., g, E A such that g12 = *** = g,” = 0 amI exp(L(g,) - 
R(g,)) -0. exp(L(g,) - R(g,)) maps N(F) onto N(Y). 
Proof. It suffices to establish the following: For 0 < m < fz there exist 
g, ,..-, g, E A such that gr2 = **- = g,” = 0 and exp(g,) -em exp(gI) maps 
kTi onto Vi’ for 0 < i < m. Proceeding with induction on m we may assume 
that this statement holds for a given m (0 < m < 72). Write f = exp(,g,) a+* 
exp(gr) and Vm+, = I/, + Do,,+~ , V~~z+l = [i:, + D&,, for some ZJ,+~ i 
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v;+l E v. I f  f(Um+i) E l;:;z+, , set g,,,, = 0, otherwise it is easy to find a 
g,,, E A which vanishes on l7i,z and satisfies g,fl+, = 0 as well as 
The induction is now completed by considering the map exp(g,+,)f. 
Now assume char k # 3 and let ,4 be an alternative algebra with identity 
over k such that B/rad A is separable. Write 
-4 = S + rad -4, SnradA =0 
with a subalgebra S of ,4 isomorphic to A/rad A [19] and S = S, @ me* @ S, 
with simple subalgebras Si (1 < i < r). By Sec. 1, 1, two given Bore1 
subalgebras of A have the form 
N,@.**@N,+radA, N; @ ... ONi + rad,4, 
where the Ni , Ni’ are Bore1 subalgebras of Si . In order to prove Theorem 1 
(i), it evidently suffices to exhibit automorphisms fi of A for i = l,..., Y, 
sending Ni onto Nit and being the identity on Sj whenever j # i. I f  Si is 
associative, fi may be constructed according to Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.2. 
So let Si be a Cayley algebra over k and gi an automorphism of Si which 
maps Ni onto Ni. Then gi is inner in the sense of [lo], i.e., there are inver- 
tible elements U, ,..., u,~ E Si such that 
where ei is the identity element of Si , andg, is the restriction ofL(u,) *.*L(u,) 
to Si . Clearly, L(o,) ... L(v,) with vi = Uj + Cl+ eE (1 < j < m) extends 
gi to an automorphismfi of A with the desired properties. Now suppose k 
has characteristic zero. The group G generated by the automorphisms exp(D), 
where D varies over the nilpotent derivations of Si , forms a normal subgroup 
of Aut(S,), and if Si is split, G is easily seen to contain elements other than 
the identity. Hence, since Aut(&) is simple in this case [lo], we have G = 
Aut(Si). Now an obvious modification of the preceding argument completes 
the proof of Theorem 1. 
3. SPECIAL JORDAN ALGEBRAS 
1. From now on k will always be assumed to have a characteristic 
different from 2. In the remainder of the paper we shall prove Theorem 2 
for the central simple Jordan algebras, and we shall see, in addition, that in 
this case the characteristic 3 may be included, if we restrict ourselves to 
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special algebras or else are content with the conjugacy relative to the full 
automorphism group. The present section is devoted to the study of the 
special central simple Jordan algebras A over k. Foliowing various sources, 
particularly [5,7], these belong to one of the following types. 
(I) The Jordan algebras [X; p, e] in the sense of [5], where X denotes a 
vector space of dimension > 3 over k, e an element of X and TV a non- 
degenerate symmetric k-bilinear form on X such that p(e, e) = 1. The 
multiplication in such an algebra is given by the formula 
for all x, 3’ E X. 
XY = de, 4~ + de, rb - P(X, yk 
(II) The Jordan algebras End,(V)+ with a central associative division 
algebra D over k and a finite-dimensional left vector space I/ over D. Here 
the multiplication is the symmetric product, expressed by 
(f, d t--+ wf + gf) 
in terms of the associative product ( f ,  g) w fg. 
(III) The Jordan algebras B,,(V, u) with D an associative division algebra 
over k, 1;;’ a finite-dimensional left vector space over D, CJ a non-degenerate 
biadditive map Y x V -+ D and the triple (D, V, u) being subject to one of 
the following conditions: 
(a) There is an involution J : D -N D, D is central as an algebra with 
involution, and c is D-bilinear and hermitian with respect to J. 
(b) D coincideswith the base field k, and u is a k-bilinear and alternate form. 
Then ssD( V, a) stands for the aIgebra over R composed of all D-linear maps 
from I’ into IT that are self-adjoint relative to cr, together with the 
symmetric product. 
2. We collect some preliminary results concerning unitary spaces 
that will be used later on. Let the triple (D, V, u) satisfy the condition (III), 
(a). For u E V anisotropic relative to u we shall denote by T, the symmetry 
associated with u, i.e., the unitary transformation from 17 into I’, sending r 
into 2c - 20-(x, U) U(U, u)%. It is well known that in general the unitary 
group U(a) is not generated by the symmetries of all anisotropic vectors in 
V [6]. However, we have 
LEMMA 3.1. Let U, u’ be maximal totally isotropic D-subspaces of Tr 
Then there exists a product Tu, *em TUT of symmetries relative to anisotropic 
vectors u1 ,..., u, E T/which maps U onto u’. Moreover, this may be done in such 
a way that the U(ZQ , UJ have prescribed nonzero values in k for i = l,..., r. 
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Proof. We may assume that V has a positive Witt index (otherwise r = 0 
would meet our requirements). I f  E’ is a hyperbolic plane, the lemma may be 
verified in a straight forward fashion. In the general situation select subspaces 
LVof U, W’of U/satisfying U=(Un iT)@W, U’=(Un ul)@W. 
Then we evidently have TV’ n EVL = W n ( EV’)L = 0, and hence there are 
bases (wr ,..., wr} of ET, {WI’,..., wI’) of W’ satisfying O(wi, wj’) = aij for 
1 < i, j < r. Consider the hyperbolic plane Hi = Dw, + Dw,’ and choose 
an anisotropic ui E Hi such that the symmetry effected by ui in Hi maps Dw.; 
onto Dw,’ and u(tii , ZQ) has a prescribed non-zero value in k. Clearly,TU1 0.0 Tu, 
maps U onto U’, and our lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that D = k and (T is Jymmetric with Witt index 
greater than 1 and less than idim 1’. Then, if x, x’ are non-zero elements in 
given maximal totally isotropic subspaces U, U’, respectively, of 17, there exists 
an element in the reduced orthogonal group with respect to o ulzich maps U onto 
u’ and x onto x’. 
Proof. I f  W is a subspace of V non-degenerate relative to a, call SO(W) 
the rotation group of u Iwvxw . According to ([3], p. 126, Theorem 3.16) 
a given k-linear bijection U + u sending x into x’ may be extended to an 
element g E SO(V). Now let H’ be a hyperbolic subspace of V containing U’, 
interpret SO(H’) as a subgroup of SO(V) in the canonical fashion and 
consider the subgroup 
G = {h E SO(H’) : h(U’) = U’, h(x’) = x’] 
of SO(H). Denote by k* the multiplicative group of all non-zero elements 
in k and by (k*)2 the subgroup of the squares in k*. For our purpose it will 
suffice to show that the image of G under the spinorial norm 0 of c is all 
k*/(k*)8 (Indeed, one then simply considers an h E G satisfying O(h) = O(g), 
and kg will be an estension with the desired properties). For the proof of our 
contention let (y’, z’) be a hyperbolic pair in H’ such that y’ E U’ and 
u(x’, z’) = 0; this does exist in view of dim U’ > 1. We now have U’ = 
ky’ @ W’, w’ being the collection of all u’ E u’ satisfying u(u’, z’) = 0. 
Since x’ E w’, we may conclude that, for 01, ,8, y, S E k*, the transformation 
h = T,/+ T,,~,,~ belongs to G; this in conjunction with the formula 
O(h) E @yS mod(k*)” yields the desired result. 
3. In the sequel we shall consider separately the three types of 
special Jordan algebras mentioned in 1. In each case we shall determine 
explicitly the Bore1 subalgebras, whereafter we shall proceed to prove 
Theorem 2 for this case. 
First we consider a Jordan algebra A = [X; p, e] as defined in 1, (I). 
Denote by A, the orthogonal complement of ke relative to p, by p,-, the 
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restriction of p to A, x A, and by 4 the quadratic form on ,4 induced by p. 
We have the following, almost trivial 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The Borel subalgebras of 9 are precisely the maximal 
totally isotropic subspaces of A, relative to pO . 
Proof‘ It is clear that an element x in 4 is nilpotent if and only if x 
belongs to 4, and is isotropic relative to pO. Hence the Bore1 subalgebras 
of B are totally isotropic subspaces of 8, . Conversely, every such subspace is 
a subalgebra of A that squares to zero. This completes the proof. 
It is well known and easily seen that the automorphism group of A may 
be canonically identified with the orthogonal group of pa (see also [S]). The 
conjugacy of the Bore1 subalgebras with respect to the automorphism group 
is therefore an immediate consequence of Witt’s theorem. However, that the 
distinguished automorphisms do indeed suffice, requires a little more elabora- 
tion. A ZL f A, is invertible if and only if it is anisotropic. In this case the 
symmetry T, effected by u in d coincides with q(u)-rP(u) on 4, , while 
T,(e) = e = -(q(u)-lP(u))(e). Hence we have 
Tu = d4-Y-J) f’b), (3.1) 
where J stands for the canonical involution of ,4. Kow let M, N’ be Bore1 
subalgebras of A. By Lemma 3.1 there are elements u1 ,..., u, E A, such that 
q(ui) = -1 (1 < i < r) and TLC1 e-1 TU, maps N onto N’. Then P(zQ) is a 
Peirce reflexion which, by (3.1), coincides with -T,, on A,. Hence 
P(zQ) em- P(z+) maps N onto N, and Theorem 2 holds for d . 
Suppose now that 4, is hyperbolic and let f  be a reflexion relative to pO . 
Then f(N) is a Bore1 subalgebra of A, and by ([3], p. 126, Theorem 3.16) 
there is no rotation mapping N onto f  (AT). H ence, if K is infinite, the identity 
component of the algebraic group Aut(A), being contained in SO(A,), does 
not act transitively on the Bore1 subalgebras of ,4. 
4. Let 4 be the Jordan algebra End,(v)+ introduced in I, (II) and n 
the D-dimension of T/. If Yr = ( I.7i)OGiGn is a flag in r, we put as before 
iv(Y) = (f15A:f(Y~'i)C t'i-l for 1 < i <n) 
and have the following 
PROPOSITION 3.4. The Bore1 subalgebras of A are precisely the spaces 
AT(F) with -Y varying over thejags in 17. 
The proof is completely analogous to the one for the associative algebra 
End,(v) in the place of A [13] and will therefore be omitted. In order to 
show that, given flags %’ = (v&,GiGn , *z’ = (F;‘)sGiGn in I’, the algebras 
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N(Y), N(T’) may be transformed onto each other by means of distinguished 
automorphisms, one easily constructs, by induction on nz = O,..., n, elements 
fa,...,f,,~GL(V)satisfyingf: = id,and(f;**f,)(Vi) = V,‘forO<i<?n. 
Observing the formulas P(f)g = fgf for all f ,  g E A, we may now conclude 
that the distinguished automorphism P(fn) **. P( fi) maps N(V) onto N(%‘). 
5. Finally, consider a Jordan algebra A = $,,(V, U) of 1 (III). We 
note first that, if V is anisotropic with respect to cr, d contains no nilpotent 
elements other than zero ([2], Lemma 7). Accordingly, we may henceforth 
assume if necessary that o has a positive Witt index. For a maximal totally 
isotropic subspace U of V and a Bore1 subalgebra N of End,( ?Y)+ we observe 
U C lJL and put 
B(U,N)={fEz4:f(UJ-)C U,fuEN), 
where, for f  E A leaving U invariant, f  U denotes the restriction off to U. We 
now have 
THEOREM 3.5. The Bore1 subalgebras of A are precisely the spaces B( U, N) 
with U varying over all maximal totally isotropic subspaces of V and N be&g 
an arbitrary Bowel subalgebra of End,(U)+. 
Proof. For U and N as indicated B( U, N) and 
C(U,N)=(~EA:~(U)CU,~,EN} 
are subalgebras of A. To show that a given f  E B(U, N) is nilpotent, we may 
evidently assume .fU = 0. From cr( U, f  (V)) = cr( f  (U), V) = 0 we conclude 
f(V) C lJL and then f  3 = 0. Conversely, let f  E C( U, N) be nilpotent. Since 
the bilinear kernel of u]~+~~ (in the sense of [5]) is exactly U, we obtain 
an induced non-degenerate (hermitian or alternate) form 
7: (W/U) x (lF/lJ)+ D, 
and the maximality of 11 implies that 7 is anisotropic. f ,  leaving invariant U 
and lJ’-, induces a nilpotent D-endomorphism f  ‘ on lJL/U which is self- 
adjomt relative to 7. As we have mentioned before, this yields f’ = 0 or 
f  E B( U, N). Summing up we obtain that B( U, N) consists precisely of the 
nilpotent elements of C(U, N); in particular it is a solvable subalgebra of A. 
Now let B be an arbitrary solvable subalgebra of A. It will follow from what 
we have just seen that all Bore1 subalgebras of d are of the form B(U, N) 
with U, N as above as soon as we have exhibited a maximal totally isotropic 
subspace U of V left invariant by all elements in B. We shall do this by 
induction on n, the dimension of V over D. The case z = 0 is trivial. So let 
n > 0 and suppose our claim holds for all D-spaces (hermitian or symplectic, 
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respectively) of strictly lower dimension. Using the fact that B is a nilpotent 
Jordan algebra, we can find a non-zero fc B satisfying fg = -gf for all 
g E B. In particular, f” = 0. For X, y  E V we obtain 
from which W = f(V) is seen to be a totally isotropic subspace of V. Hence 
I17 C Iv-L and FIT is the bilinear kernel of (T j WLXwL which therefore induces a 
non-degenerate bilinear form 7 on II’L/W of the same kind as cr. Every g E B 
leaves invariant W as well as IL’1 and hence induces a g’ E End,(Il/W). 
The set B’ of all these elements g’ evidently forms a solvable subalgebra of 
the Jordan algebra of all D-linear endomorphisms of Iv’/W which are self- 
adjoint relative to 7. Let, by the induction hypothesis, U’ be a maximal totally 
isotropic subspace of lyi/W invariant under all elements of B’ and call U 
its inverse image in IvL under the canonical map W’I -+ ?$‘L/TK clearly, 
U is a maximal totally isotropic subspace of I+‘L and invariant under B. 
If  7Jl denotes a totally isotropic subspace of pY containing U, we have &If C U, 
and hence U, C II/l. This gives U = U, , and U is therefore a maximal 
totally isotropic subspace of IT. Hence the induction is completed. 
It remains to show that, vice versa, the B( U, Nj’s of our theorem are 
indeed Bore1 subalgebras of 4. After what we have seen above, it suffices to 
establish their conjugacy under the group Aut,(A); this would at the same 
time prove Theorem 2 for A. So consider B( U, N), B( U’, N’) with U, N and 
U’, N’ as before. We contend that, modulo Autplr4), we may assume U = U’; 
and shall deal first with the hermitian case. Following Lemma 3.1 there are 
anisotropic vectors q ,..., u, E 17 such that T, **a T,, maps U’ onto U. 
Since T,. is its own inverse for 1 < i < r, we haver T,. E A and hence 
P( T,$) is a Peirce reflexion of A. Moreover P( T,lj **a P( TUT) ‘has the property 
of mapping C( U’, N’) onto C(U, N”) with N” being an appropriate Bore1 
subalgebra of End,(U)+; hence it maps also B(U’, N’) onto B( C’, N”). 
Next suppose IT is symplectic i.e., D = K and [T is alternate. We have 
dim, Y = 2s for some integer s > 1, and s = 1 implies A = k; so we may 
assume s > 1. Then consider the canonical image G in Aut(-4) of the sym- 
plectic group with respect to u. By Witt’s theorem, there is an element in G 
mapping C( U’, N’) onto C( U, N”) (with an N” as above), hence B(U’, N’) 
onto B(U, N”), and it is well known that G is simple. Hence G C Aut,(A), 
since G n Autp(A) contains P(2c - id,) for all non-trivial idempotents c in 
4, and we are through. 
Accordingly, suppose U = U’ and consider the subalgebra 
B(U) = (h E A : h(V) C lJ> 
of d. We shall prove that the homomorphism 9 : B(U) + End,(U)+, 
ht-+h,, is surjective. Let H be a hyperbolic subspace of 5; containing U. 
48111614-6 
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If U* denotes the dual space of U over D, H may be identified with U @ lJ* 
carrying the unique bilinear form (hermitian or symplectic, respectively) 
which makes U, U* totally isotropic and is the canonical form on U x U”. 
Thus we have V = (U @ U*) @ H’-. Now, given h E End,(U), let h* 
be its dual in EndD( U*). Then h @ lz* @ 0,O being the zero-endomorphism 
of ZI-‘, extends h to an element of A with the desired properties (because 
UL = U @ Hl), and the surjectiveness of p is proved. Consequently, 
ker F is a maximal ideal in B(U) and, being contained in B( Lr, N), it is also 
solvable. Hence it coincides with the radica1 of B(U) and we conclude that 
B(U) is separable modulo its radical, the quotient algebra being isomorphic 
with End,(U)+. B( U, N) and B( U, N’) are mapped by v onto the Bore1 
subalgebras N, N’, respectively, of End,(U)+. Hence, by Sec. 1, 2 and 
Sec. 3, 4, they are conjugate with respect to distinguished automorphisms of 
B(U). Since everyone of these extends trivially to a distinguished auto- 
morphism of A, our discussion is completed. 
4. EXCEPTIONAL JORDAN ALGEBRAS 
1. Our treatment of the exceptional simple Jordan algebras, although 
making reference to various sources, will primarily rely on [12], where the 
basic results of [l, 2, 5, 71 are proved also for the characteristic-3-case. 
Now let A be an exceptional central simple Jordan algebra over K and denote 
by e the identity element of A. Then A has the dimension 27, and, calling an 
idempotent primitive if it cannot be written as an orthogonal sum of two other 
idempotents, absolutely primitive if it is primitive in every base field extension, 
we have the following alternatives [ 1, 5, 121. Either e is the only idempotent 
of A, or A is reduced, i.e., e may be represented as a sum of three orthogonal 
absolutely primitive idempotents in A. In the first case we know from [5] 
that all non-zero elements in A are invertible, so in particular A contains no 
nilpotent elements other than zero. Hence, in order to prove Theorem 2, we 
may suppose A is reduced. Then [5, 17, 121 there exist a Cayley algebra C 
and a three-rowed invertible diagonal matrix r over K such that A is isomor- 
phic with the Jordan algebra !&(C, r) consisting of all 3-by-3 matrices x over 
C satisfying 
where K stands for the matrix obtained from x by applying the standard 
involution u F+ a of C to every slot, and ff’ is the transpose of Z; the multi- 
plication in !&(C, I’) is the symmetric product induced by the ordinary 
product of matrices. A is called split in case C is split. By ([2] Theorem 4) all 
split exceptional Jordan algebras over k are isomorphic. In the general 
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situation we know from ([2] Th eorem 6) that A contains non-zero nilpotent 
elements if and only if up to an isomorphism P may be chosen so as to coincide 
with diag(1, -1, 1). Therefore we shall henceforth assume A = &(C? r) 
and I’ = diag(1, -1, 1). Then ,4 consists of the matrices 
where the & are in K and the xi in C. 
2. If  x denotes a nilpotent element in an arbitrary k-algebra, the 
least positive number m satisfying P = 0 will be called the r&potency index 
(or simply the i&e%) of 3~. By ([9] Th eorem 4) all nilpotent elements of index 2 
in A are conjugate with respect to the automorphism group, if k is algebraically 
closed. For our purpose it will be crucial to find an analogue of this result over 
an arbitrary field. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let K be a quadratic extension of k, V a vector space of dimen- 
sion < 3 over K and u a non-degenerate K--bilinear -form V x V -+ K, 
hermitian with respect to the canonical involtltion of K over k. Then, if f ,  g are 
nilpotent of index 2 in B = $,(V, CT), there exists a fzon-zero K E k and an 
atltomorphism of B sending g into Kf. 
Proof. It is well known that V may be decomposed into the direct sum of 
cyclic subspaces relative to f,  g, respectively, which are anisotropic and 
mutually orthogonal with respect to cr[14]. Hence it is enough to consider 
the case dim, V = 2. Since D has the Witt index 1, we may use Theorem 3.5 
to find a non-zero isotropic vector u E V satisfying f  (zc) = g’(u) = 0, g’ being 
an appropriate conjugate of g under the automorphism group of B. Extend 28 
to a hyperbolic pair (21, v) of V. Then there are non-zero K~ , K~ E k such that 
f(v) = K~U, g’(e) = K~U and hence g’ = (KJKJ f .  
PROPOSITION 4.2. Given two nilpotent elements u, v  of index 2 in A, there 
exists an au-tomorphism oj- A sending v  into a non-zero scalar multiple of zi. 
Proof. For A split this is a special case of a general theorem in [12]. 
Suppose now that C is a division algebra and let x E A be nilpotent of index 2. 
Given a composition subalgebra D of C, it should be clear what is meant by 
the subalgebra $$3(D, r) of A. Now by ([2] Theorem 1) there exist a Cayley 
algebra C’, a non-singular diagonal matrix r’ over k and an isomorphism 
f  : A + $a(C’, rl) with the following properties: C and C’ are isomorphic, 
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and there is a quadratic extension K’ of K in C’ such that f(x) E !&(K’, rl). 
Hence x belongs to a subalgebra B of A which is isomorphic with sj,(K, F), 
K being an appropriate quadratic extension of k in C. In particular, !&(K, rl) 
contains non-trivial nilpotent elements; from this and ([2] Lemma 7) we may 
therefore conclude that B is isomorphic with the subalgebra $3a(K, r) of A. 
Since every isomorphism from B onto Sj,(K, F) may be estended to an auto- 
morphism of A ([2] Th eorem 8), x is conjugate to an element in fja(K, r). 
Hence, by Lemma 4.1, there exists a non-zero K E K such that x is conjugate 
to KU, u being the matrix 
( 0 l-l 1 -1 0 0 . ) (4.2) 
3. Let 1 be the identity and q the generic norm of C, denote by p the 
symmetric bilinear form induced by q, call h the linear form C -+ K, x F+ p( 1, X) 
and put CO = ker A. It is well known that A vanishes on all commutators and 
associators in C; moreover h(x) = X(Z) for all x E C. We shall find it conve- 
nient to abbreviate the matrix (4.1) by the vector x = (cl , 5, , 6; x1, xg , xJ. 
Suppose also Y = (Q , rlz ,q3; y1 , yn , y3) E 4 ad put x OY = (L’i , 5, , %; 
.z, , z, , x3), x oy being the (symmetric) product of x and y  in A. Then a 
straight forward calculation gives 
where yr = ~a = 1, ya = -1, for all (i,j, m) EP = ((1, 2, 3), (2, 3, I), 
(3, 1,2)}. By [12] the generic minimum polynomial of x is 
T3 - tr(x) T" + Q(tr(x)” - tr(9)) T - B(X) 
with an indeterminate T over K, tr(x) = 5, + 5, + 6 and 
4-9 = &52253 + &4(~1) - &Q(%) + 539(x33) + 24w‘P3). 
Hence x is nilpotent if and only if the following set of relations holds. 
& + 52 + f3 = 0, 
&;” + f2 + f3z - a&q + 2&J - 29(x,) = 0, 
i%%3 + h?(3) - &d%) + &9(%) + 2+,%$3) = 0. 
We will have to consider the element u of (4.2), i.e., 
21 = (1, -1,o; 0, 0, -I), 
(4.4) 
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which is nilpotent of index 2. A Bore1 subalgebra N of A is said to be associated 
with ZL, if ZL EN and u o N = 0. Finally, define a symmetric bilinear form 
o:CxC+Kby 
4~ Y> = P(X, Y) - +j h(yj (XI Y E 0 
Clearly, cr coincides with p on C, x C, and its bilinear kernel is Kl . Hence the 
maximal totally isotropic subspaces of C relative to G have the form U = 
Kl @ U,, with U,, being a maximal totally isotropic subspace of C,, relative to 
PO = P lcoxco . In this case we put 
N(U) = {( -h(xJ, X(x3), 0; x1 , g , x3); x1 E c, x3 E u>. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. (i) The Bore1 subalgebras of A associated with u are 
pecisely the spaces N(U) with U varying over all maximal totally isotropic 
subspaces of C relative to cr. (ii) Every Bore1 subalgebra of A is conjugate to a 
Bore1 subalgebra associated with u. 
Proof. Let N be a Bore1 subalgebra of A. Being nilpotent, it contains a 
non-zero element v  such that v  0 N = 0. Hence (ii) follows from Proposition 
4.2. Now suppose, in addition, that N is associated with u. Then we have 
zc E N C kerL(u), and an easy computation involving the formulas (4.3) 
yields that ker L(U) consists precisely of the matrices 
with E E k and x1 , xs E C. Examining this in the light of the criterion (4.4) 
and observing the equation xx 1’ r = q(~r)l, we obtain: x is nilpotent if and 
only if 5 = 0 and 0 = Q(XJ - h(~$ = U(X a , x.J. We may therefore conclude 
that the image of N under the &linear map which sends x into ~a is a totally 
isotropic subspace of C with respect to o. Hence N is contained in N(U) 
where U denotes an appropriate maximal totally isotropic subspace. Because 
of (ii) it is therefore enough for the purpose of proving (i) to establish every 
such N(U) as a subalgebra of A. Accordingly, suppose x: = (-h(x& X(x,), 0; 
xl , g, 4 and Y = (--h(yJ, h(y,), 0; y1 , g, y3j belong to N(U) and put 
x 0 y  = (& , 5, , 5a; z1 , zz , za). By (4.3) we get <a = 0 and 
11 = +3> XYJ + Gi) - 4G& 
52 = h(E3) h(y,) - A(&) - X(x,jQ. 
Now observe 3; = 2h(y,)l - y3 , which implies 
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Hence h(~s) h(ys) - h(x,y,) = -o(~s , ys) = 0 and consequently [a = -1;, . 
From 2~s = -yzi - X,X we deduce A(xs) = -5, . Finally, we obtain 
and hence 
2% = X%)Yl + h(Y&l - Gl - ZGY, , 
- - 
2(x,-- x*) = 2A(x,)y, + 2h(y& - ‘l(ys + r3> - y&c3 + g) = 0. 
4. According to a classical result in [l 11, the automorphism group of A 
is simple and hence coincides with Aut,(A), provided the characteristic of K 
is not 3. Therefore, if C is a division algebra, Theorem 2 and its partial 
extension mentioned at the beginning of Sec. 3 will follow from Proposition 
4.3, since in this case kl is the unique maximal totally isotropic subspace of C 
with respect to cr. So assuming now that A is split, we shall consider the ortho- 
gonal idempotents e, = diag(1, 0, 0), es = diag(O, 1, 0), es = diag(O, 0, 1) 
and the Peirce decomposition of A into the direct sum of the subspaces Bij 
(1 < i < j < 3) relative to this system. Concerning the multiplicative 
properties of this decomposition we refer the reader to ([5] Chapters IV and 
VIII). We have & = ke, (1 < i < 3), and for 1 < i < j < 3 the matrix 
(4.1) belongs to A, if and only if xi = Z~ = 0 [2]; in particular, A, is eight- 
dimensional. Consider now the subalgebra 
B=&+A,,+A,, 
of A which coincides with the one-space of e, + ea in A. It is easily seen that 
B is of the kind described in Sec. 3, 1, (I) and, using the notations of Sec. 3,3, 
we have B, = k(e, - e,) + A,, . If x E B,, , i.e., x = (f, -E, 0; 0, 0, xs) 
with E E k, 3~s E C, then x2 = (p - q(x,))(e, + es) from which we may 
conclude that the restriction r0 to B,, of the quadratic form associated with B 
is given by 
r&) = p(xJ - $. (4.5) 
Now let U be a maximal totally isotropic subspace of C with respect to u and 
U* = N(U) CT B, i.e., 
U” = {(4(X3), h(a& 0; 0, 0, x3); x3 E U). 
By (4.5) and Proposition 3.3. U* is a Bore1 subalgebra of B (for the Witt 
index of p,, is 3). Since B, has dimension 9 over k, we may conclude from 
Lemma 3.2. in conjunction with formula (3.1) that, given another maximal 
totally isotropic subspace V of C relative to u, there is an even number of 
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anisotropic vectors u1 ,.. ., ~s~,~ (m >, 0) in B, satisfying the following condi- 
tions: f = Tu, mm* Tu.2m maps V * onto U* as well as leaves u fixed, and 
ry. = I’&) .*. r&us,,,,) is a non-zero square in k. Clearly, f is an automorphism 
of B, and in conjunction with (3.1) we obtain 
with ‘ul = /3u1 , /3 square root of cFr in k, vui = ui for i > 2 and i”B being the 
quadratic representation of B. Now consider the map 
which evidently extends f to a member of the structure group of A [S]. As, 
in addition, f” leaves invariant e, it must be an automorphism [5]. Hence 
f(N(V)) is a Bore1 subalgebra of 4 associated with zl, so, by Proposition 4.3, 
there exists a maximal totally isotropic subspace U’ of C with respect to (T 
satisfyingf(N( V)) = N( U’). This implies 
U’* = N(U’) n B =f”(N(V)) nf(B) =f(fV(F’) n B) = f(V*) = U*. 
Hence U = u’ which, combined with Proposition 4.3, shows that the Bore1 
subalgebras of A are conjugate with respect to the automorphism group. 
This completes the proof. 
5. I f  -4 is a Jordan algebra over k, the common dimension of its 
Bore1 subalgebras will be denoted by P(A). VV e conclude the paper with a list 
of the numbers e(A), where A varies over the central simple Jordan algebras 
over k. Adopting the notations used in the last two sections, we obtain 
(I) for A = [X, p, e]: P(A) = r, T the Witt index of pco . 
(II) for A = End,(V)+: /3(A) = +&z(z - I), d the k-dimension of D, 
1z the D-dimension of V. 
(III)(a) for A = 5D(V, o), (T hermitian: /3(A) = r(s + d(lz - I - T)), 
d, IZ as before, r the Witt index of (T and s the k-dimension of the space 
consisting of all J-symmetric elements in D. 
(b) for A = &,(V, a), (J alternating: /3(A) = n(72/2 - 1) n the k-dimen- 
sion of V. 
(IV) for A = &(C, r), Ca Cayley algebra, I’ = diag(1, -1, 1): F(A) = 12 
or 9, according as to whether C is split or not. 
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